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Configuration.
Installation
When clicking on the Klarna KP app in the Lightspeed App Store you will be
asked to login to your Lightspeed store. After this you will be shown the
functionality Klarna needs access to. These are:

Read products, variants, categories and tags
Read customers, tickets, reviews and registrations
Write orders, invoices, shipments en shop carts
Write settings such as scripts and redirects
Send Tracking send detailed information about orders and customers to
third-parties
After Klarna receives permissions to your Lightspeed shop you will be redirected
to the Klarna payment app platform. Here you can fill in your username (UID) and
password from your Klarna account.
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Create your Klarna API credentials
The next step is to create your Klarna API credentials (username and password)
in the Klarna Merchant portal, these can be found under 'settings' via below
URL's:
If you have not yet registered, sign up here. For playground credentials sign up here.
●

Production Merchant Portal: https://eu.portal.klarna.com

●

Playground Merchant Portal: https://playground.eu.portal.klarna.com

We recommend creating your playground credentials first and to use them to
test several transactions and scenarios. Please reach out to your Klarna contact
or our local support team when needed. After testing is complete you can create
your production API credentials in the production merchant portal. These
credentials will allow you to process real transactions and go live with Klarna in
your checkout.

Creating your API credentials
From the Klarna (Playground) Merchant portal, go into the 'settings' section. (See
image below). From here you will be able to create your API credentials.
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Press the button 'Generate new API credentials' and save the Username (UID)
and password. The API credentials always start with your Klarna Merchant ID for
example: N654321.

Enter your Klarna API credentials
When you have generated your API credentials, you are able to insert them in
the 'Klarna App Settings' page in the Klarna Lightspeed app.

Important!
Do not forget to change the environment, username and password to production
after you have successfully completed testing with Klarna. This page also allows
you to enter a surcharge per transaction, this amount should be between 0 and
100 cents.
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Payment.
During your sign up with Klarna you have signed a merchant agreement with
us..The payment methods that you have signed for are activated within your
Klarna account and are displayed in the checkout under the header ‘payment
methods’. Klarna’s offering of payment methods differs per country, you can
request the available suite of our payment methods with your Klarna contact
person or via our Merchant Support.

After the shopper chooses a Klarna payment method, they will be redirected to
the Klarna hosted payment page where they can finalize the purchase.
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Payment method success
After the payment has been completed, the customer will be redirected to the
Lightspeed order confirmation page. The order will be set to ready for shipment
in the Lightspeed back office environment.
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The order will also be visible in your Klarna Merchant Portal. The production
Klarna Merchant Portal can be reached via:
- https://eu.portal.klarna.com

Payment method failed
When the customer is not accepted by Klarna for a Klarna transaction, or when
the customer cancels a transaction, the customer will be redirected to the
Lightspeed payments method page. Now the customer can choose another
payment method and try again.
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Order management
Full captures
To fulfill a Klarna Payments order, navigate to the desired order, fill in the appropriate
information, and click the “Mark as shipped” button. The status of your order will
change towards ‘Completed’ when all orders are shipped.
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Partial captures
Sometimes you can’t send all products at the same time, because not all items are
in-stock. Partial captures enable you to partially ship an order.
In order to create a partial capture (shipment), follow these steps:
1. Go into the 'Orders' tab within the Lightspeed backoffice and select the
desired order.
2. Under the 'Shipment' tab, click on the #SHIP number.
3. On the right side of the screen the status of your order can be changed to
‘Cancelled’. Click save.
4. In the tab 'Shipment', click ‘Create Shipment’. Select the item(s) you wish to
send, change the status to ‘Shipped’ and click ‘Add’. De status will now
change to ‘Partially Shipped’.

Once you have the remaining items in stock, you can repeat the same process.
Once all products are sent, the status of your order will automatically change to
‘Completed’.
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When an order is partially captured, both discounts as well and the total shipping
costs that apply to an order are captured when the first order line item is fulfilled
within Lightspeed.

Credit invoice
A credit invoice should be created when a return is received, or when you want
to execute a compensation. In the section “Payment” you can find the button “
Add credit invoice”.
The following credit options are available:
● Credit based on number of products
● Credit of shipping fee
● Credit of surcharge
● Credit of a custom amount
When creating a credit invoice, you are able to change your stock automatically.
When you would like to change the stock without refunding the full product,
please do this separately with the function “Create return” (See subject
"Inventory options" below), and create a separate credit invoice for a different
amount.
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When creating a new credit invoice, the credit invoice will be visible under
"payment". Within Klarna, a refund will be created automatically for the amount
you have put into the credit invoice. When the refund has been processed, the
credit invoice will receive a green sign with the status "paid".
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Inventory options
This functionality allows you to update your own inventory in the Lightspeed
back-end. Your inventory will be amended, however, no credit invoice will be
created with Klarna. To amend your inventory, please select "create return"
within the pop-up, select "products". Please see "credit invoice" in this guide to
understand how a credit invoice is created.
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Cancel order
To cancel an order, go to the relevant order and press the red button “cancel
order”.
Important!
by cancelling an order you will also refund the shipping costs. The complete
order amount will be sent back to the customer.

There will be a pop-up screen to confirm the cancelation of the order. You are
provided the opportunity here to inform the customer about cancellation.
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After canceling the order you can see in the activity log that the order is
cancelled.
Important!
When an order is cancelled this can not be reverted, the only option is to create
a new order.
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Klarna order ID in Lightspeed
When an order is created in the Lightspeed webshop, you can find the
corresponding Klarna order_ID under notes.
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Fraudulent Klarna orders
If enabled on your Klarna Merchant_ID, for UK and US orders only you may see
an order with status PENDING. For these orders, Klarna is performing an
additional risk check which can take up to 24 hours. For comparison, when an
order is created but gets rejected by Klarna because of fraud, the status of this
particular order will be set to cancelled in Lightspeed.
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Explanation of different order
statuses
Lightspeed status

Klarna status

Awaiting payment

Status Pending - The order is not
completed at Klarna. The customer
didn’t finish the order hence Klarna
rejected the order.

Ready for shipment

The order is placed but not fully
captured: Klarna has accepted and
finished the order. You can now send
the order.

Partially Shipped

A partial capture has been
performed.

Canceled

The order is fully canceled.

Completed

Your order is completed (successfully
shipped and paid).

Item(s) Refunded

The item has been returned and
refunded.
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